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Maximizing Profits for Solar Manufacturers
AURORA SOLAR
TECHNOLOGIES has

developed a disruptive new
solar cell profiling
technology that allows solar
cell producers to increase
cell power and yield.



THE OPPORTUNITY - The solar

BUSINESS STRATEGY

industry is expected to triple
by 2020.

Leverage global demand for
clean and alternative energy
in an industry with tight margins
by focusing on the top tier
manufacturers producing the
highest efficiency cells and
delivering guaranteed results.

The motivation to reduce
costs and increase efficiency
is high, as the solar sector
downgrades 15-25% of their
production.

Company growth by delivering
the Veritas Quality Control
System guaranteed to
eliminate downgrades.
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mkt
another 15% in 2016.
Attaining profitability in a
sector with very slim margins
is the solar industry’s most
urgent imperative. Despite
this, cell fab lines are
running without the most
basic inline measurement
and control resulting in very
poor product uniformity
and high scrap rates.
Aurora’s non-invasive
sensor technology brings
cell producers rapid
payback by producing
more uniform, higher
efficiency cells.

Aurora Solar Technologies Inc.
980 West 1st Street, Suite 210
North Vancouver, BC, Canada
V7P 3N4
www.aurorasolartech.com
info@aurorasolartech.com
+1 (778) 241-5000

Aurora’s products improve
cell efficiency and eliminate
downgrades.

THE PRODUCTS
Decima 3TTM
Inline, non-contacting
infrared wafer profiling system
essential to produce high
efficiency cells.
Aurora VeritasTM Software
visualization and statistical
process control.
Expert Services
Expertise to deliver solutions
for existing and new lines with
guaranteed results.

Disrupt the industry with the
only inline MEASURE, VISUALIZE
and CONTROL solution.
Deploy a proven
management team that has
done it before.
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Price:
Market Cap

$0.13
$5.0M

Common Shares:
Warrants:
Stock Options:
Fully Diluted:

39.3M
8.9M
4.8M
53M

Debt:
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